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"Oh Captain, my Captain"
Julian Mark House 5/31/17
The title salute of this brief article on the new Mozhan Project is not an elegy written
for a lost president as Walt Whitman once wrote, but it is a tribute to the budding and
capable Captains who will fill the once imagined emptiness of space in plasma craft
unhindered by the former limitations of the near past and into a new era of space flight that
will engage and capture the souls of a new generation of explorers originating from our
Mother Earth. In this new era of piloting craft that can reach frictionless speed in earth
atmosphere up to Mach 35+ is where autonomy at such velocities are staggering and once
thought impossible to obtain or control within a 1 G environment.
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mach_number. Looking at space, such craft piloted by
Mozhan — extremes unheard of in reality of sub luminal, luminal, and super luminal
speeds are obtained.
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Extraordinary, glowing, bright light craft controlled by the soul and emotional aptitude
of the Mozhan piloting such craft will evade earth radars and travel under many conditions
imposed; whether under the sea, or in earth atmosphere or to outer-space — protected with
powerful shielding. Keshe Protection Systems, Sophisticated Shielding Technology.
Unto such plasma dimensions we are entering this year as the intense and fulfilling
Mozhan flight teachings begin ushering in the processes needed to enter space in craft on a
mature level of compatibility with the Universal Community as equals - heart and soul
powers included.

Updates from Arizona
By Jon Bliven
Around the foundation there seems to be more structure and organization within and
in Arizona it feels like the spring plantings are ready to show their potentials. The generators
are continuing their testing in Ghana as things begin to ramp up. The Mozhan training has
started in Ghana and we are supporting our friends and fellow students in Africa. If you
have not listened to the two interviews recently done by Mr. Keshe, I suggest you do as the
information contained is well worth the time invested. The first interview with Kerry
Cassidy was on May 23rd and can be seen at this link https://youtu.be/SE5MS9QsrE0. The
second interview was with Sean Maguire on the 24th of May and can be seen / heard here
https://youtu.be/o7lbqp58Rk4 . For those who have been more active in the foundation
there are new tools and products that will help move the understandings forward much
quicker. Next month we hope to introduce into our store a star configuration dynamic
reactor configuration as well as single dynamic reactors which will allow experimenters and
testers to dive into the world of creation. I am very excited as the understandings of gans has
moved past the four primary ganses and into the world of exploring the possibilities of
creation. I encourage those who have been working with the limiting systems to purchase a
4-reactor system or a two-reactor system and create that which you wish for. These new
systems will allow you to create a field plasma in the center where you can decide what you
wish to create by working with a fifth stationary reactor to pull from the fields you have
created. I look forward to hearing some very interesting stories from those brave trailblazers
pushing the knowledge. I encourage the doctors to work with the two-reactor configuration
to allow for improved healing. Those in agriculture can start to understand how to build
their greenhouses and feeding systems. Experimenters can decide how they wish to load
their reactors to achieve the results they desire. Those with clear souls will move quickly to
the front of the class as inspiration will come easily. Others may struggle as their energies
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need time to heal, but all is in perfection.
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Danny Mayo, Jon Bliven, and Renan Lin in Cebu City Philippines
This month I was able to take a vacation to the Philippines and had a chance to meet
with Renan and Danny from the Product Innovation and Development team. We were able
to share many stories and talked about how the foundation best serve their community. Both
Renan and Danny have a very good grasp of their mission in helping their communities.
Coming from the west it was a bit of a culture shock to understand firsthand the struggles
that they endure in their land. I felt a bit ashamed being an American to see these kind
people treating us like greater beings because money had changed our fate. The degree of
poverty and hopelessness was palpable especially in the more rural areas where there was
little or no work and families had to struggle to hang on. Kids of a very early age roaming
the streets venerable to the harsh realities of their environment. The infrastructure was badly
obsolete and in need of modernization.
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We talked about how the team in the Philippines realizes their communities need the
health tools the most as their infrastructure is very limited for adequate health care of those
sick and injured. It is sad to realize that these situations are playing out around the globe and
we have become numb to helping our brothers and sisters. I would like to think that this
desperation is only in the Philippines but it is in our backyard and around our world.
The Keshe foundation has an opportunity to make a big change in these conditions and
is the reason why many are watching and participating. When you donate to the foundation
it is able to use those resources in ways that will bring changes to people’s lives that other
organizations can’t. You can easily donate via PayPal on the USA foundation site
https://usa.keshefoundation.org/ . All donations go to the foundation and will help bring
things like economical healing solutions to the forefront. The foundation has provided us all
with information beyond that of a high-priced degree and maybe it is time for us to say a
little thanks with our donations. It is not always the amount but the gesture that tells the
universe you want to make a difference.
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Testimonial Corner (Health)
Why I am Here
Justin D. Smith
A few years ago, I started to research everything I could get my hands on about helping
my child deal with what I believe were absolutely the side effects of the common USA
required immunizations for public schooling. There were some very alarming and
immediate symptoms that could not be ignored as coincidental. I found out a great deal
about what many people do not know is lurking within these injection vials. The symptoms
and know additives were enough to set me into motion to finding a solution, that's when I
found the Keshe Foundation. I read testimonial after testimonial. I downloaded every video
I could get my hands on, on how to produce the materials. I practiced nano-coating until I
was sure I had the best I was able to produce as the four main Gans and start trials on my
own without sharing anything with anyone for over a year. I was in a belief that I was doing
something that the general public isn’t going to accept and also felt that the US government
would eventually ban as it’s based on a self-sustainable abundance for humanity and far
beyond just people. I created gans anyway, and made as many different styles spinning
reactors as I could until I found what felt to be extremely useful and simple to replicate. I
searched local stores to find what I could teach with in any environment as long as it’s
somewhat similar to where I was living at that time. I immediately devoted a vast majority
of my free time looking into how I can help advance what’s being given out and how to
spread it and share it with anyone and everyone who may wish to learn. The soul reason
why I knew I had to be part of this to me was simple. After learning everything I could, I
tested CO2 and ZnO2 Liquid Plasma on myself, then eventually my child whom went from
perfectly normal before shots to having too many problems medically to list, and for sake of
his privacy will not do so. I will say that ALL ailments were eliminated. I got the health and
well-being back of my only begotten son. I cannot even begin to convey what that means to
me. I hold the value of his life so dear to my heart and for this I am so grateful to first - Mr.
Keshe, Caroline and the entire Keshe Foundation for more than words will ever describe.
We all have so much to gain by what you are giving to all of us. Thank you for bringing this
to us so we can all be part of this together. Our world finally has a chance at becoming one
big huge open family, and so many are ready to be this change as one, we just needed the
platform built on a solid foundation.
Thanks,
JDS
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Plasma Nano-Coating
David Mulnix
In the past we have used fire or chemicals (Caustic Soda - NAOH) to burn the copper
and form a nano-coating. Since we already know that we have a dynamic plasma field
within a standard CO2 kit (e.g. nano-coated copper + zinc + sea salt) can we use this plasma
field to create nano-coating? A nano-coating that is created through the dynamic plasma
field of a CO2 kit in theory would be of a higher order than that of methods previously used.
Observations from running standard CO2 kits is that the zinc plate will eventually turn black
and fall apart. Is this a form of nano-coated zinc? Subsequent testing with a Co2 kit where
Rochelle salt (KNaC4H4O6) is substituted for sea salt has shown that the zinc plate rapidly
turns black. It’s a matter of minutes if using a power supply or tens of minutes without
power, but it’s much faster than what I have observed with a standard CO2 kit. The zinc
does not rot, but appears to get a uniformed black coating. With the Rochelle salt the gans
production takes much longer and yield is lower compared to a standard CO2 kit. This
might be creating a more gravitational environment and the benefit of this might be more
plasma being released to the zinc plate. Perhaps a stronger gravitational field within the kit
creates a more matter state outcome while a kit with a stronger magnetic field moves higher
up in plasma state. This would make sense considering nano-coating is of a lower order
than gans. It also leads to the possibility of experimentation with Rochelle salt for matter
state manifestation. Since the point of interaction of the plasma in the Nano-coated copper +
zinc + Rochelle salt kit appears to occur in the beginning stages at the zinc plate, I placed a
copper wire against the zinc plate. As the zinc plate became coated so did the copper wire.
Current testing indicates it may be important to ensure that part of the wire is exposed to the
air as well as the water. That the coating process maybe dependent upon the wire bridging
both of these plasma fields in order to create a potential difference and allow the plasma to
flow along the wire. Close proximity to the zinc plate also appears to be a requirement.

Figure 1 – Comparison of Caustic Nano-coated Copper Plate vs Plasma Nanocoated Copper Wire
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Figure 2 – Nano-coated wire placement in kit
I have taken the "plasma" nano-coated wire, placed it in a standard CO2 kit with sea
salt (Plasma nano-coated copper wire + zinc + sea salt). The kit produced what appears to
be in all ways both the Co2 gans and amino acids. I’ve tested CO2 kits with a plasma
nano-coated copper wire both without power and under power. What I found was that the
plasma nano-coated wire would achieve the same results as a standard nano-coated wire for
gans production. More exploration is needed as this testing so far has been limited. For
further details of these experiments look under the Facebook groups “The Golden Age of
Gans” or “Keshe Manufacturing Arizona” and do a search for Donovan Guerra and David
Mulnix. The only way that we will liberate ourselves is through the sharing of knowledge
and the application of that knowledge.
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